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Physics at RHIC

E.V. Shuryak

Physics Department
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, New York 11973

ABSTRACT

This Introductory talk contains a brief discussion of future experiments
at RHIC related to physics of superdense matter. In particular, we consider
the relation between space-time picture of the collision and spectra of the
observed secondaries. We discuss where one should look for QGP signals
and for possible manifestation of the phase transition. We pay more atten-
tion to a rather new topic: hadron modification in the gas phase, which is
interesting by itself as a collective phenomenon, and also as a precursor in-
dicating what happens with hadrons near the phase transition. We briefly
review current understanding of the photon physics, dilepton production,
charm and strangeness and J/tp suppression. At the end we try to classify
all possible experiments..

1. Introduction

Starting this Introductory talk at the 4-th RHIC Workshop, I should probably not go

into detailed discussions of the QCD-based theory of excited hadronic matter which has

essentially inspired the RHIC project. These theoretical expectations, especially phase

transitions into the so-called quark-gluon plasma (QGP) have been discussed in a number

of reviews1. I am sure their main ideas are known to participants of the workshop, at least

all of them probably have the RHIC Conceptual Design Book2.

Facing our experimental colleagues who came to Brookhaven with intentions of dis-

cussing RHIC detectors, I should probably not go into discussion of either current results of

BNL and CERN experiments, or their interpretation, and I will do so only if it is relevant

for RHIC. Many interesting ideas were suggested during the last decade, some of them are

in agreement with observations, but we are still very far from real understanding of exact



properties of excited matter produced in these experiments. For discussions the reader

may see proceedings of latest Quark Matter conferences3 and previous RHIC Workshops4.

Planning a completely new round of experiments, we have to formulate once more

their main goals and select the main observables. Now we have to face difficult questions

of priority and the feasibility of different experiments. Certainly it is not an easy task,

especially for such a potentially rich field as "RHIC physics", but now we have to do our

best. Many of the important questions are still open and we have to formuJ ".te them now,

as homework for the next workshop.

Let me start with one very general remark, looking at RHIC physics in wider per-

spective. Nowdays, when all branches of science are becoming more and more specialised,

we witness surprising phenomenon in physics of strong interactions. Two communities, a

part of the high energy one doing hadronic physics and nuclear physicists, are obviously

merging. RHIC is the most important example of such trend, but it is not the only one:

one can just pick up a volume of Nucl. Phys. B and A (or Phys. Rev. C and D) to become

convinced that many papers in them discuss essentially the same physics. However, such

convergence after decades of independent existence is probably not so surprising, if we

formulate the main goal of all this activity as: "Understanding QCD".

In fact, two more communities also address the same questions. I mean (unfortunately,

not so numerous) theorists, trying to understand QCD as quantum field theory, and also

"numerical experimentalists" working with lattice gauge theory. These people have formu-

lated a more specific goal as a reasonable first step: "To understand the structure of the

QCD vacuum". Indeed, studying any complicated quantum system, one should probably

begin with its ground state.

However, experiments can only work with excitations. Those can be divided into

two main categories: "microscopic" and "macroscopic" ones, depending on whether the

total energy or energy density is fixed. The former is traditional "particle physics", doing

hadronic spectroscopy and reactions, while at RHIC we hope to study the latter ones. But

why do we need to study macroscopic excitations?

The reason is simple: we hope that they are simpler to understand. Pions, nucleons

and other hadrons are but collective excitations, like phonons in solids. Therefore, in

order to understand their spectra, scattering amplitudes etc. we have to know r.i.any



details about the structure of matter. However, melting of solids into some liquid can be

predicted, without much knowledge, from general considerations. Quite similarly, general

considerations suggest that at temperatures above about 200 MeV, the QCD vacuum is

"melted", changing its properties and a completely new phase of matter is expected. One

of the main goals of RHIC is to test this prediction of QCD.

In connection to this, let me discuss one point from the history of physics. About

a century ago people faced the strange world of atoms. As we now know, the key to it

was quantum mechanics. And we also know (and should explain it to curious students),

this key was found in a strange way: instead of working on the simplest atoms and their

spectra, some people have concentrated on a kind of side problem, that of "black body

radiation". They have made nice experiments, and in the fit to these data the Planck

constant was first introduced. Was it a logical development or just an occasional event?

I think it was very much logical: free field in the cavity is indeed much simpler than

atoms, that is why Planck could quess the answer. Also to measure the energy density of

the "excited vacuum" (as we will call it now) at given T was indeed simpler than to work

with individual photons.

In many respects, we now have a similar situation in non-perturbative QCD. Its best

quantitative prediction available is probably the lattice measurements of the energy density

e(T). It is very difficult to calculate accurately such quantities like the proton mass, and

nobody knows how to calculate pp cross section at high energies. Therefore, we cannot

compare accurate measurements of these quantities with the theory. So, if theorists cannot

calculate what experiments have already measured, new experiments are needed to measure

what they can do.

These general considerations have practical consequences. We hope that A A collisions,

producing "macroscopic" excited systems, are easier to understand than pp collisions. Let

me discuss this point in greater detail, for it always creates a lot of confusion.

We do not have a real theory of pp collisions. There exist only some models, fitting

the pp data with several parameters. We hope the picture of color strings breaking, etc.

is correct, but it is still far from being a solid fact. Of course, we use the "event genera-

tors" based on these models in order to get some ideas of what to expect in the A A case,

but certainly we are not making these experiments in order to test their predictions. (By



the way, most of these models are certainly flexible enough to fit practically any data to

appear. But, unfortunately, their parameters do not have any direct connection to the

fundamental theory, so I do not think much understanding will come out of such fit. We

have had plenty of examples of such kinds before.)

In other words, coming from pp to AA we are not looking for additional complications:

on the contrary, we hope that the macroscopic system is insensitive to many details of the

dynamics (e.g., of the initial wave function of colliding nucleons) and is therefore much

simpler. The main hope is that we will manage to extract quantities like equation of

state (EOS) in a model-independent way, and then compare it with accurate predictions

of QCD.

Completing the introduction, one more general comment about connection of pp and

AA collisions. Many people have defined "new phenomena" in AA as something radically

different from what is seen in pp. However, such an attitude is a little bit dangerous. What

we are going to do is to make systematic studies of this new field without any prejudice.

We are not looking for miracles, and, after all, nucleons are made out of the same quarks

and gluons.

Let me give an example, explaining what I mean. CERN experiments with 1 6 0 , 32S

beams have produced about the same pt spectra as the pp ones. Some people were discour-

aged saying that "nothing new is observed". That is certainly wrong: now theorists should

determine why pp spectra happened to be of such shape that rescattering of secondaries

(which are by no means negligible) does not change them.

2. Main goals of RHIC experiments

Let me formulate the main goals of RHIC experiments as follows:

1. Produce as macroscopic system of hadrons as possible;

2. Perform detailed studies of properties of hadronic matter at energies densities

e < €0 (about 1 GeV/fm3);

3. Study matter properties at the highest available energy densities (e ^ 3 GeV/fm3)

and check whether it is indeed the QGP.

4. Study hard processes and initial thermolisation.



5. Study properties of the phase transition region (the value of Tc, the first or the

second order, etc.);

Note, that these topics are listed in order of increasing difficulty. Let me make some

general comments about all of them.

The point (1) is no longer a problem if RHIC is built: at central Au Au collisions several

thousands of pions will be produced. At breakup the size of this system is expected to be

20 - 30 fm. At the stage just proceeding breakup this system is certainly larger than mean

free paths of particles, so there is little doubt that macroscopic considerations are relevant

for its description. In terms of multiplicity, it is a significant step forward from present

BNL and CEKN experiments. (By the way, the future LHC project can hardly increase

dn/dy significantly, for it grows with energy only logarithmically.)

Comments for the point (2): hadronic phase takes most of the space-time volume

available, with energy density changing from about 1 to 0.03 GeV/fm3. This field was

not studied much in the past, but potentially it is at least as rich as nuclear physics (only

that nuclear matter is mainly fermionic and this one mainly consists of mesons). Many

interesting phenomena are expected here: in particular, mesons become quasiparticles,

modified in matter. Detection of these modifications is certainly one of the most interesting

ways of testing whether we really approach chiral phase transition. We come to that in

sections 6 and 7.

Looking for QGP we have to rely on "penetrating probes", photons and dileptons (see

sections 9, 10). Their production rates are calculable with reasonably good accuracy, so

we have some estimates of the expected yields. J/ip and in particular >̂' suppression is

also important in this respect, although many complicated phenomena may affect it (see

section 12).

Hard collisions of partons, then the so-called higher twist effects (parton rescattering)

etc. until initial approximate parton thermolisation is a separate field of investigation. We

discuss it in section 14.

I put point (5) above, although at the moment it is difficult to indicate what particular

measurements (if any) can be sensitive to the phase transition region. Some speculations

can be found in section 8.



3. Space-time picture of the collisions

- All general discussions of heavy ion collisions inevitably start with space-time evolution

of the system and the values of parameters involved at its different stages. Let me also

define four characteristic time values (having in mind Au Au 100*100 GeV collisions):

1- p̂assing ~ R/i ~ 1/10 fin.

2. -Wing ~ 0.3 - 1 fm.

3. rp.t. ~ 2 - 4 fm.

4. TljteaVup ~ 30 fm.

During the time Tp4SSing two Lorentz-contracted nuclei pass each other, the energy

density is huge e ~ 30 GeV/fm3, but most of the partons just move ahead, with only rare

hard collisions taking place.

By definition, Tmuring is the (proper) time, at which scattering probability of co-moving

quarks and gluons become of the order 0(1). Optimists (including myself6) use pertur-

bative estimates for gg scattering and get lower value, while more conservative people use

the Bjorken guess of 1 fm. Depending on that, we may say that "matter" in more or less

equilibrated form appears at RHIC at energy density not larger than 10-3 GeV/fm3. Still

we have chances to see the QGP.

However, it does not exist long, and already at rp-t. indicated above we come to the

"mixed phase". Therefore, a gluon may happen to be scattered about 10 times in QGP, but

a quark may be scattered just several times. Certainly simple estimates of QGP kinetics in

Ref. 6 should be made much more detailed. Perturbative QCD provides estimates for all

possible types of processes, not only of rescattering of partons, but also of their production

and recombination. B. Muller with collaborators has started "partonic cascades" for RHIC,

and I hope at the next workshop we will have more detailed ideas of how well equilibrated

QGP can really be.

One more important comment. If we indeed have strong first order transition, the

system comes to mixed phase in ordinary sense, a mixture of two phases. If not (and the

latest lattice results show it is most probably the case), it is mixed in the sense that none

of the simple description (in hadronic or quark language) is valid here. In this region the

equation of state is such, that increasing the energy density by a large factor we increase



temperature very little (if any). The physical reason for that is that the number of effective

degrees of freedom is rapidly changing under these conditions, so most of the energy density

change is related to it. We return to this point below.

At Tbrejjup hadrons become independent, and this stage corresponds to the energy

density t ~ .03 GeV/fm3. In other terms, each pion occupies a volume of about 6-8 fm3,

as nucleons in nuclear matter. Although pions interact weaker than nucleons, and although

they still have temperature of about 120 MeV or so, even at this point it is not exactly

the ideal gas of pions, as it is often assumed. It is obviously not so at more dense hadronic

matter, probably it is much more like liquid5.

Summarising, we have expanding matter with the energy density changing by about

two orders of magnitude! Certainly, it is a very rich field for investigations, but let me add

one more "experimental dimension" to it. One experimental year (107 sec) is about 1013

central collisions, which puts limitations on what we can observe.

4. Different stages versus different kinematic regions

While trying to understand how all these stages of matter evolution are connected to

observed spectra of secondaries, people often use the following assumptions:

1. Particles emitted at certain stage with temperatures T have momenta of the

order T.

2. Thermal spectra are always exponential, with the slope given by the corre-

sponding temperature T.

As we will show shortly, due to expansion of the system both are not exactly true, and

the difference is of importance for planned experiments.

The space-time picture of the collision is complicated enough, and in order to come

to some conclusions we have to simplify it. One radical way of understanding all this6

is to view the whole process in terms of "temperature history". Assuming local thermal

equilibrium we may describe all properties of matter by one variable T. It is still a function

of space and time, but the probablity of any reaction of interest P per collision can be put

in the following form:

P = j<PxW^ci{on (x) = j F (T) W^tion (T) dT



where universal function F(T), the so-called "temperature profile", contains all infor-

mation about the space-time evolution. The function WieiCnOn(T) depends on "matter

properties" and can be considered separately.

I do not have here a place to derive any formulae, but I want to explain what these

functions look like and the implications this has to the experiments at RHIC. The typical

shape of the "temperature profile" F(T) (incorporating our understanding of expansion

and E.O.S.) has three main components:

1. Huge peak near the break-up temperature where most of the secondaries be-

come free, with strongly decreasing tail toward larger T, like T10 (the power

comes essentially from the E.O.S. of the pion gas);

2. a peak at critical temperature Tc, where the system spends much more time

than at any other value (this statement is true independent of whether or not

we indeed have mixed phase and first order transition);

3. QGP region, in-which F(T) falls further as T7 till the value of the initial

temperature Ti, above which there is no equilibrium and the concept of T is

meaningless.

Summarising: F(T) is the strongly decreasing function of T: powers involved are large.

Now we look for another ingredient of our integral WieilCtion(T) which, on the contrary, is

typically a rapidly increasing function of T. For example, production of dilepton with

invariant mass M goes as dW/dM ~ Af3/2 exp(—M/T), and similar Boltzmann factor

appears in production of a photon or a hadron with large transverse momentum, etc.

The central point: their product shows a very sharp peak at some T. This observation

leads to several important conclusions. First, observing e.g. dileptons with given mass M,

we actually probe the matter at a very specific stage of its evolution, namely at T(M) =

M/b where 6 is a constant. The interplay of rapid expansion and strong Boltzmann factor

suppression results in very strong suppression of both earlier or later stages.

Second, the ratio b of the observed M, pt and relevent T is not of the order one, as

one may naively guess (see point 1 at the beginning of this section). It actually depends

on the process, but usually it is about 6 for QGP and 9 for hadronic phase. Therefore, if

we axe interested in particles emitted e.g. at phase transition (T = 200 MeV), we have to



look at M, pt as big as 1.2-1.8 GeV. The hottest stage at RHIC is expected to correspond

to T{ = 300 - 400 MeV: from our simple "rule of thumb" given above, we get that QGP

component should be dominant at M, pt about 2-3 GeV. Detailed evaluation of various

processes (including direct parton scattering, such as the Drell-Yan reaction for dileptons)

more or less confirmed this simple estimate.

Third, after integration over the temperature history we do not get simple thermal

exponential spectra (point 2 above), but have instead spectra which have rather power-

like behaviour. (The only exception is the "mixed phase" contribution, which should really

give exponential ones, with exp(—pt/Tc).)

Summarising this discussion, going down in probablity we actually travel from the final

toward the initial stages of evolution of the system. On the way we meet contributions of

various components. Is it possible to separate them experimentally? Can one notice any

changes in the production mechanism, as he scans the kinematical region? In particular,

is it possible to reveal the exponential contribution corresponding to Tc, among so many

others? Riture experiments will try to answer these questions.

5. Mean pt and collective flow at RHIC

Transverse collective flow of excited matter is certainly the most obvious method to

measure the equation of state, pressure versus energy density p(e). In this audience I

probably should not remind about the complicated history, describing how this idea was

put into reality at BEVALAC energies.

However, at higher energies the situation with observability of the flow is much more

difficult. Even if one takes the original Landau model, with naive equation of state p =

(l/3)e, it was shown by Milekhin in the '60's that expansion affect < pt > very little, it

grows with energy, but only as s1/12.

Later it was realised7'8 that when one approaches the phase transition region the equa-

tion of state becomes very "soft" (p <C e), so even much smaller flow velocity is expected

unless the initial energy density significantly exceeds that needed for QGP formation.
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Explicit calculations of hydro expansion with the bag-model type EOS9 gave predic-

tions shown in Fig. l(a). The existence of some plateau in its middle is the consequence

of softness of EOS in the "mixed phase".

Independence of mean pt on Et or multiplicity was indeed observed by CERN ex-

periments. The first data which (I hope) show some QGP flow are TEVATRON data

which were first discussed in Lenox. Now this group has much better data for identified

secondaries10, see Fig. l(b) . Selecting large multiplicity events in 1.8 TeV pp interaction,

they have shown that < pt > of heavier secondaries start to grow with multiplicity, if Nc

exceeds about 100. The shape of their observed dependence is provocatively similar to

hydro calculations. These events indeed correspond to very high initial energy density,

much exceeding critical ones for QGP formation. (Note also, that such growth is contrary

to the obvious kinematic effects, as well as the "mini-jet" type models for the large pt tail:

small jets in few GeV e+c annihilation are very poor in nucleons and lambdas, so their

production should rather affect mesonic spectra, not baryonic ones as observed.)

Can these effects be studied at RHIC? The standard event has (l/A)dn/dy ~ 3, and

selecting special Au-Au events we can, perhaps, go to twice larger values. Comparing

this to the theoretical predictions and data given above, one can see that this is still

essentially smaller than what is needed for significant flow and smaller than those reached

at TEVATRON. However, if the statement about "no flow" can be made strong enough

at RHIC, it will be very important.

Of course, this question should be studied in cascades first, but I think Au-Au collisions

will not fluctuate much. Also, as we need for the flow large energy density and not

necessarily very big systems (let me remind here, that flow is caused not just by pressure,

but by the pressure gradient), it is probably also reasonable to try pp mode at RHIC (or,

maybe He-He?), using an extra few orders of magnitude in the number of collisions for

triggering for much stronger fluctuations.
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6. Spectra at smallest pt and physics of the "pion liquid"

Whether or not QGP will be produced at RHIC, there certainly will be thousands of

pions per event. At break-up these hadronic systems will reach radii 20-30 fin, so they are

significantly larger than the heaviest nuclei. In some sense this is "another nuclear physics",

only with mesons instead of baryons and density decreasing with time. We expect collective

effects like common potential well, so familiar in nuclear context. Certainly, properties of

this kind of matter should be investigated.

In the past, hadronic matter at finite temperatures has not been studied much, as it

was considered to be the "known and next-to-trivi al physics". However, recent theoretical

development as well as data from CERN and Brookhaven has shown it is very far from

being correct. In particular, it was expected theoretically that at the breakup this matter is

nothing else but ideal pion gas, taken at the breakup temperature Tf. This assumption was

not a bad approximation, for pt spectra of secondaries seen in pp collisions, (although one

should not expect it to work in this case because the system is not really macroscopically

large). Applying these ideas to A A collisions, at much higher multiplicities, one might

expect them to work even better. And still, experimental data for AA collisions obtained by

WA80 and HELIOS (as well as recent data from E810 at BNL) have seen the unpredicted

enhancement of very soft pions, with small pt. This phenomenon, known as "soft pion

puzzle", shows that we have to understand a lot even about rather dilute pion gas.

Recently interest in such a system from the theoretical point of view was much in-

creased, in particular to its thermodynamics11'13. The results essentially supported obser-

vations made long ago12 that e(T) ~ T6, not T4. Also kinetics of particle scattering in it

was studied14, and it was realised that pions, kaons and perhaps nucleons in such matter

are rather good quasiparticles in the sense that they are not absorbed too strongly. Third,

the real part of the "mass operators" (or, rather energy operators, for they depend on the

momentum in respect to matter in the non-trivial way) is not in all cases that small, so

renormalization of such quasiparticles may in many cases be very important.

Summarising conclusions of these studies: pion matter is far from being the ideal gas,

but is rather a liquid in which strong attractive interaction among secondaries plays an

essential role5. Having density comparable to nuclear density or larger, mesons in this
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matter develop collective potential similar to nuclear one. The only important difference

is that this potential is strongly momentum-dependent. However, just like in ordinary

liquid, particles have difficulties if they try to leave the system, and this makes important

observable effects.

In order to explain what type of collective potential is built-in by the pion-pion interac-

tion, let us first recollect some general facts about the pions. They are the lightest hadrons

because they are Goldstone modes, the remnants of spontaneously broken symmetry. If

u,d quarks are massless, pions should be massless too, exactly for the same reason as e.g.

acoustical phonons. Another consequence of their Goldstone nature: in the "chiral world"

with massless quarks, the pions with k —• 0 cannot interact with anything. (Exactly due

to this fact, acoustical phonons propagate distances much larger than molecule free paths,

thus we can hear each other.)

This means that the discussed collective potential cannot be strong at low momenta.

However, at larger momenta it becomes substantial, especially when two pions can form p

meson. This potential is negative below the resonance, but positive above it (a phenomenon

well known e.g. in the physics of low energy neutron). Thus, the resulting quasipion

dispersion curve at large T may develop a secondary dip, as in the famous dispersion curve

of elementary excitations in liquid He*. At breakup temperatures: 120-140 MeV it is just

"flat" up to momenta of the order of 300 MeV, which means that in this momentum range

the pion energy does not change much. (Explicit calculations of this effect are now in

progress.)

Now we return to the "soft pion puzzle". Several explanations of this observation were

suggested. One of them is related to small T at break-up, say 50-100 MeV, supplemented

by significant transverse flow15. We think this is contradictory to pion gas kinetics and to

interferometry, giving us not that big size of the system at breakup. Another suggested

explanation, due to the positive pion chemical potential16 claims to have a kinetic expla-

nation, but that was not explicitly demonstrated. One more explanation is the resonance

decays17, but this is essentially the same physics as discussed above (if the system lifetime

exceeds that of the resonances, that language should be used).

Pion modification plus boundary phenomena discussed above can provide a semi-

quantitative explanation of the soft pion component at small p*5. Climbing out of the
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potential well, the outgoing pion reduces its momenta, and if the dispersion curve is flat

at low momenta, large phase space inside corresponds to soft outgoing pions. Monte Carlo

simulations5 have demonstrated very effective production of nearly stopping pions, which

roughly correspond to data. Another consequence of the collective attractive potential is

that some pions are reflected from the boundary which makes the system lifetime longer.

This can be checked by interferometry, also it is very important for photon production,

discussed in the next section.

7. Restoration of chiral symmetry and modification of other hadrons at

non-zero temperatures

In this section we try to look at modification of hadronic "quasiparticles" in wider

perspective, connecting it with what is expected to happen to them at the chiral restoration

phase transition. We will especially concentrate on possible experimental signatures of

these modifications.

In the first approximation, one may start with the naive constituent quark model,

and say that roughly speaking mesonic and baryonic masses are nothing else but 2 or 3

"constituent quark masses". As these masses are related to chiral symmetry breaking too,

one may expect that at T = Tc all masses of hadrons turn to zero. The simplest scenario18

is that all mass scales are the same, therefore

mhadrons (T) ~ /* (T) ~| (M) (T) I1 /3- (l - T2 /T?)1 / 6 .

In the second approximation19 we discuss why all mesons are not alike. This is es-

sentially due to instanton-induced interaction between quarks and anti-quarks. For ex-

ample, rp is so heavy because this interaction is repulsive, while the pion is so light

because it is attractive. Asking what happens to these effects at higher T, one gets a

simple answer: instantons are suppressed at high T (see Ref. 1). Let me speculate, that

these phenomena which are first order in the instanton density, should disappear earlier

than effective mass (proportional to its smaller power). If so, then first all meson masses

come together, and only later their masses all come down. In particular, rp mass is ex-

pected to decrease faster than that of "normal" mesons like p,u>,<j>. For pion we have

the competition of two trends, and chiral perturbation theory gives even slight increase
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mT(r)/mT(O) = 1 + T2/48F% + ...20, in agreement with this hypothesis. However, such a

shift takes place (if at all) only at small momenta of the pions.

In the third (and, at the moment, the most realistic) approximation we take into

account the effects of resonance interaction, p in the nir case, K in the KIT case, etc. It

is much stronger and it produces significant attractive potential. These effects are now

investigated in detail.

But how can one observe all that? I think the best case is the <j> meson. There are

several reasons for this:

(i) <f> lifetime is about 45 fm/c, which is comparable to the expected lifetime of hadronic

fireball in heavy ion collisions. It means that (unlike Jfij>) there should be a significant

fraction of <j> decaying inside the matter. Kaon modification, to be discussed below, makes

this conclusion even stronger.

(ii) The 4> mass is just a bit above the double kaon mass, but still its dominant decay

mode is the KK one. Therefore, its modification is very sensitive to relative shifts of

dispersion curves of (j> and K. (this point was also independently made by R. Pisarski)

(iii) <j> has isospin zero, and pion scattering at low energies is proportional to isospin.

No strong resonances, decaying into <j> — it are known. So we expect ^ to be modified less

than K. If the K mass goes up a little as suggested above, the main decay channel of <f> is

blocked, if it goes down, T$ is much enhanced.

(iv) Two modes of <f> decay, the KK and e+e ones, are measurable, so one can directly

check whether the branching ratio is different from that in the vacuum. (This point was

suggested by D. Lissauer in a discussion.)

(v) With good enough resolution, one may also look for the changes of the <f> peak in

invariant dilepton mass: modifications in question should produce some change in the peak

shape, and its shift by few MeV. Unfortunately, we do not really know much about ir<f>

interaction, and there are no resonances strongly coupled to this channel, so it is difficult

to estimate what exactly should happen.

Summarising, I suggest the following. Let us consider the central region and pt & 600

MeV. Such 4> should decay into two K, each with momentum pt £> 300 Mev in the matter

rest frame. It means they are most strongly affected by Kir interaction via K resonance,

and this creates negative shift in energy of the order of 20-40 MeV (dependent on density).
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If so, <j> decay rate is increased significantly, by factor 3, thus nearly all of them decay

inside the matter, the peak is shifted and widened, etc. If one increases pt of <f>, this effect

should come away, for we are far off K . (Moreover, for relative collision energies above

the resonance, the scattering amplitude changes sign and induces repulsive potential!)

The next interesting candidate is u meson. Its width in vacuum is 8.5 MeV, so it again

has a lifetime comparable to those of the excited hadronic system. But inside matter its

width should be essentially increased. There are two reasons for that:

(i) Induced radiation. If the quantum state for the outgoing pion is occupied (the

probablity for that is n(E) = [exp(i?/T) - l]ri)> transition is inhanced by (1 + n(E)).

Omega decays into three pions, so there are three such factors: as a result its width nearly

doubles. (This consideration is discussed as a pedagogical example in my book1).

(ii) Each pion gets in average mw/3 in energy, but with the pion modification included

it corresponds to somewhat larger pion momenta. As a result, there is more phase space

and respectively another factor enhancing w decay in matter.

I hope it is quite possible to measure u width with few MeV accuracy, and notice this

modification.

Other resonances, e.g. p, are also interesting (note that in this case the produced

pions may be modified stronger, but it is two-body decay, less influenced by phase space.)

Speaking about other hadrons such as nucleons, hyperons or p mesons, one should remem-

ber, that these are not Goldstone modes and therefore their significant modifications in

the pion gas can take place even for zero momenta. However, recent studies of the nu-

cleon modification21 showed that the nucleon mass is shifted only by about 10 MeV up at

T = 150 MeV, while its imaginary part at this T is already about 100 MeV.

Summarising this section, I can say that near chiral symmetry restoration temperature

Tc all hadronic excitations are modified strongly. However, most space-time the system

spends at much less dense matter, essentially the pion gas. Still some "precursor" modifi-

cations of 7r, K, <f>, w mesons in matter can, in principle, be observed. We look forward to

hear from our experimental colleagues which of them are feasible in the proposed detectors.
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8. Spectra of secondary hadrons

Rapidity distribution of secondaries, especially of nucleons, is too controversial a topic

to be discussed now in such a short time. But even considering pt spectra, we certainly have

several components with different production mechanisms. We observe a superposition of

hadrons (and quarks, fragmenting into hadrons), "evaporated" during the whole history

of the system. Even for a very big system, with really significant suppression of surface

effects compared to volume ones, one can see all of them just by going a little bit further

in pt, because cross sections drop significantly there and even a small factor in front is not

fatal, providing the mechanism can give larger pt particles.

Roughly speaking, pt spectra of pions should contain the following components:

(i) a peak at small pt < 200MeV, related to pion collective interaction;

(ii) pions with larger pt, not modified by matter but evaporated at temperatures in the

whole interval Tf — Tc;

(iii) contribution of the mixed phase which is difficult to describe except that it should

contain exp(— Pt/Tc);

(iv) evaporation of quarks and gluons from QGP ("thermal jets"), fragmenting to

hadrons later;

(v) products of jet fragmentation.

I will not go into detailed discussion here, but just adopt a very pragmatic experimental

point of view, namely, ask whether one can separate all these contributions.on a purely

experimental basis, without using any theory.

One possible way of attempting that was suggested by O.V.Zhirov22 many years ago.

He has differentiated spectra and plotted "local slopes" T^1 = dlog(da/dpt)/dMt versus

Mt — (Pt + TO2)1'2- He indeed found two regions of growing Teg separated by some

funny "plateau" (Teff = const(JW<)) in various hadronic reactions studied at ISR. I will

not speculate here about the interpretation of these phenomenona, but certainly they

demonstrate that some different mechanisms are responsible for different parts of spectra.

I think this example teaches us that if we get pt spectra in AA collisions of comparable

quality, we can shed some light on the underlying mechanisms by using this idea.
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Unfortunately, existing CERN and BNL data are not yet at such level of accuracy.

Let me demonstrate the best I could do with a rather sophisticated analysis I recently

attempted myself. The idea is to get "temperature profile" F(T) from the pion pt spectra5,

writing it as a convolution of F(T) with the thermal spectum. In practice, it was written

as four terms with different temperatures, taken with fixed step. The results are shown

in Fig. 2. Being perhaps too optimistic, I see some enhancement in the bin with T = 225

MeV (close to expected Tc) if AA data are compared to pp ones.

(One comment is probably needed here. Most experimentalists just smile when I show

this figure: they say I see enhancement as one-point effect. Actually it is not: just look at

the error bars, they are small exactly because it was obtained from the fit to many data

points in real spectra. But let me also confess that I present this provocative picture on

purpose: it is a challenge to experimentalist to supply us with data good enough for such

a sophisticated analysis.)

9. Photon physics

There are three regions of interest in the photon physics, depending on the photon p%:

(i) 1-100 MeV; (ii) 2-4 GeV; (iii) 5-15 GeV; which we consider subsequently. At the end

of this section we also consider double photon production.

We have concluded above that the observed spectra consist of several components

with completely different production mechanisms. In the case of photons we have to

add one more important contributions: bremsstrahlung, dominating in the domain of soft

processes. This, in turn, we divide into two parts: (i) radiation from initial nuclei and

their forward-moving fragments; (ii) radiation from outgoing secondaries.

The former is coherent radiation of all nucleons sensitive to the (much discussed)

"stopping" properties of the collision: this forward-peaked radiation is due to the fact

that outgoing currents are less than ingoing ones. The second one in the soft photon

limit should be proportional to multiplicity, and in general the corresponding spectra are

simply connected with the spectra of charged secondaries. One may find estimates of these

contributions in Ref. 23.
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One may say that these estimates are but a simple exercise in electrodynamics and that

one cannot learn much from their experimental check. However, we have to understand

the soft photon physics for the following reasons. First of all, at the moment all existing

observations of soft photons24 report significant excess over the theoretical expectations.

Certainly, this should be checked in case we are really missing something.

The second reason: their emission is indeed described by classical electrodynamics in

wide energy range, but simple bremsstrahlung from outgoing secondaries is the main effect

only if the photon energies u are small compared to inverse lifetime of the radiating system.

If this is not true, radiation from the excited system contibutes as well, and this is very

interesting.

Indeed, let me consider simple model of the dilute pion gas near breakup. Still pions

are rescattering there, say via p meson. Any scattering is some change in the current,

so it contributes to radiation. If these contributions can be added incoherently, we have

a term proportional to the number of pion rescatterings. Certainly, it would be very

interesting to measure it. The exact boundary (as a function of the photon energy) where

we can or cannot add radiations from different rescatterings provides information on space-

time evolution near breakup. Certainly we welcome such information too as a valuable

"second check" after pion interferometry. Discussion of these topics with estimates in the

"quasipion" model can be found in Ref. 5.

Unfortunately, experimentally this soft photons physics is considerably restricted in the

small "window" below the huge background due to ir° decay (say, for photon pt less then 70

MeV). Can one really see something interesting there, other than trivial bremsstrahlung?

The answer may be positive, especially for very large systems. Indeed, the signal we

are looking for is proportional to the number of pions times the number of rescatterings

per pion. The second factor is expected to be few tens in Au-Au collisions, so it is certainly

is not small correction to bremsstrahlung. Existing data24(however questionable they are)

seems to show nearly quadratic dependence on multiplicity which is consistent with the

importance of interparticle interactions.

Coming to the second "window", we start with the comment that production of the

"penetrating probes", direct photons and dileptons, was suggested as the best signal for

QGP formation already in the first paper on this subject6. Explicit calculations6'25 differ
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slightly in details, but use the same model of ideal QGP with the lowest order cross sections

for qq —» jg, qg —* fq processes. All of them agree that these photons should be looked for

using another "window" at pt about 2-4 GeV, where they presumably dominate both over

hadronic decays and hard "Compton scattering" qg —* 7. Estimates done by Kajantie and

Hwa also included bremsstrahlung-type processes in which photon is emitted by a quark

moving in the same direction. They did not emphasize it, but from their results it seems

to follow that these effects are not important in this window. Actual experiments in this

pt region (so far done in pp collisions, mainly at ISR) also proved that no hadrons seem to

be much correlated with photon, even in hard processes.

Comparison between various production mechanisms is discussed by P. Braun-Munziger

at this workshop, so the interested reader should look at his compilation. My only comment

is that neither background from hadronic decays nor photon production from the hadronic

matter are not yet really calculated, and this is one of our hometasks. It is important in

order to realize how low in pt we should go, in search of an interesting signal.

Unfortunately, not much can be said on this point from the experimental side. WA80

has recently looked for direct photons in nuclear collisions up to pt = 2 GeV/c, but did

not find them there (as expected). Efforts to go further are continuing.

Now we come to the last kinematic region (iii), that of hard photons. The main idea

of this kind of physics is: "photon is a jet without fragmentation". Therefore, observation

of hard photon is the ideal trigger for hard "Compton scattering". If it is observed, then

we know that a quark with about the same pt is going in the opposite direction. Two-arm

experiments based on this idea were done at ISR. Trying to answer the question "what

happens with a quark in very dense matter", one may repeat them, comparing pp and

AA cases. At such momenta and in a heavy ion environment it is probably impossible

to see jets by calorimeters, as it was possible at ISR, so one has to look for large pt

hadrons. Therefore, we cannot check the balance of pt, but can only measure to which

extent photons and recoil hadrons are in the same plane. Whether it is a good measure of

quark rescattering or not, deserves further study.

A few words about direct photon pairs. There was one experiment at ISR27 which

was able to see this phenomenon. The rate is about 4 times larger than for dileptons,

but background is more difficult. However, matching both is interesting: if we have only
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quark-antiquark annihilation in both cases, the ratio is fixed. Simplicity of the prediction

makes these difficult experiments probably sufficiently interesting.

10. Dileptons

We have already discussed <j>, u physics above, and we return to J / ^ below, so in this

section "dileptons" are those produced not in direct hadronic decays, that is, not in the

peaks in dilepton invariant mass M.

Generally speaking, production mechanisms of dileptons are about the same as for

photons. For example, for the smallest mass (M about 2 me) it is certainly two-photon

collisions, and for the largest M it is the hard Drell-Yan annihilation process. But dileptons

are more informative, for they have not only total pt, but also invariant mass M and angular

distribution. All this information, if experimentally available, can certainly shed some light

on the production mechanism.

The first interesting "window" I think is at M about 2mT, connected with physics of

the pion annihilation threshold. Gale and Kapusta26 were the first to suggest it in another

context, in low energy nuclear reactions in which pion modification inside nuclear matter

were considered. Recently, motivated by the "soft pion puzzle" considered above, there

were a number of suggestions like non-zero chemical potential16 or modification of the pion

dispersion curve5. Both predict significant enhancement of pions with energy near 2mT.

Unfortunately, there is huge background from hadronic decays etc., so it very questionable

whether one really can see this enhancement.

The second region of interest is "between 0 and J/i>" in invariant mass, where QGP

signal was first suggested6. Detailed calculations were done by many authors, let me

present here Fig. 3 from Ref. 28. (Most people have probably already seen it several

times: it is the most complete one. The problem is that it is somewhat more optimistic

then expectations for RHIC conditions, where initial temperature is not expected to be so

high.) A recent review on the subject can be found in Ref. 29. I think the conclusions

drawn from this picture still need some comments. First, DY curve traditionally goes with

its famous A'-factor about 2, not yet incorporated into the QGP calculation (for discussion

of radiation correction in QGP see Ref. 46. Second, nucleon structure functions at larger
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i are used. However, M = 2 GeV corresponds to x\ ~ 12 ~ 0.01, and here shadowing

is already important in nuclear structure functions. This shifts the ratio QGP/DY up by

another factor 2, so I think all dileptons below J/ij> are mostly of "thermal" origin.

Distinquishing two production mechanisms is in principle easy: one should measure

angular distribution of the pair compared to beam axis. DY give (1 + cos2 8), while QGP

gives isotropic distribution. Another possibility is connected with Pt distribution of the

dilepton. Thermal production gives (j>\) about 2MT, or growthing pt with M, while DY

suggests constant value of the parton pt, modified slightly by QCD radiative corrections.

One more important comment: experimentally it is also possible not to look for "back

to back" pairs, but for small M and large pt. In other terms, we may look for annihilation

of quarks going transverse to the beam. I think DY is less competing here, also the

background Dalitz decays are less important in such kinematics. Therefore, in this case

we probably have a better chance to see "thermal dileptons".

Another important thing to do is to go to very small M and match "virtual photon

production" to that of real photons. Consistency between both sets of data, with their

completely different backgrounds etc. is a non-trivial test.

Unfortunately, I do not have much to say about present experimental situation. NA3S

dilepton data are still not presented in absolute normalisation form, and (as far as I know),

the dilepton continuum seen by them was not really analysed. Much better data (in

particular, with heavy ion beams) are needed, in order to get reliable information about

the hottest stages of the collisions.

And last (but not least): dileptons outside peaks have huge background from Dalitz

decays. Thus, it is not good to have magnetic field everywhere and just throw away soft

particles: it will then lead to many false dileptons. A lot of Monte Carlo is needed here,

in order to understand where it is not hopeless to look for "thermal dileptons".
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11. Production of new flavors

Enhanced production of new types of quarks, charmed and strange ones, in the plasma

phase has been repeatedly emphasised starting from the very first works on the subject1.

It was suggested to be a very nice "thermometer", similar to the one used by doctors,

sensitive to the highest temperature of the process. However, this thermometer needs a

careful grading.

For charm the theoretical situation is simpler, for both direct processes (mainly gy

collisions) and those in QGP seem to be under better theoretical control. But experi-

mental observation of charmed hadrons is next to impossible, especially in the heavy ion

environment. The only hope (or, may be, danger) is connected with semileptonic decays

of charmed hadrons. Just at pt about few GeV this produces a serious source of leptons,

thus we have to understand it anyway. For doing this it is important to have at least one

detector, capable not only of comparing "same charge lepton pairs" to "opposite charge"

ones, as is done traditionally, but also of looking for, say "opposite charge efj, pairs" in a

single event.

The theoretical situation with charm production was recently discussed in Ref. 30, with

the conclusion that at RHIC charm production in QGP still does not dominate over direct

gg process. (The latter gives about 3 charmed hadrons per Au-Au collision at RHIC!) Still

there remain some open questions, like charm production in QGP plasma in more-than-two

gluon.collisions. Also one should keep in mind, that gluonic structure functions of nuclei

at such small x are actually unknown, and can be significantly "screened" compared to

extrapolations from larger x and pp data, used in these works. I think we more detailed

studies of "partonic cascades" (which is quite possible to do in perturbative QCD frame-

work) can provide more reliable estimates of total charm production at RHIC. If we find

additional mechanisms to increase charm production by factor 5 or so, it will reach the

equilibrium density of charm in QGP.

Now we switch to the strangeness production. Here the situation is quite the opposite:

the current experimental situation is becoming more interesting, now there are data on
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production of K, <)>, A, S, E, H, E, although some of them are still in very restricted kine-

matics. At the same time, understanding of these data still remains very poor. (I briefly

return to this point below.)

I think at RHIC the situation with strangeness will be much simpler than it is at AGS.

The reason for this is based on the observation known for some time (see review Ref. 31

and references therein), that perturbative processes in QGP (especially gg -* ss) lead to

strangeness equilibration time TS which is pretty short, about 3 fm/c at Tc and 1 fm/c at

T = 400 MeV (about 2]j expected at RHIC). One new idea, pointing in the same direction,

was recently suggested in Ref. 32. These authors argue that if gluons obtain large effective

mass above 2ma one has direct decay of the giuon g —• ss. If so, it makes TS even few times

shorter.

Therefore, strangeness equilibration time is presumably smaller than system lifetime

at such temperatures so one hope strangeness equilibration in QGP will take place. If so,

an admixture of strange quarks can be calculated from simple equilibrium formulae for

QGP.

Now, can this strangeness be annihilated at a later hadronic stage, when the system

becomes cooler? Estimates have shown that it cannot be a significant effect. As a result,

we.do expect at RHIC much higher ratios of say A/p, or S/p Ref. 31 than observed in

the pp case (or in nuclear collisions at AGS). Another good measure of the strange quark

admixture is <j>/(w + p) ratio.

Although it is not stricly related to the topic of this talk, let me briefly say why

I find present situation with strangeness so confusing. Let me start with experimental

observations at low energies. Significant strangeness enhancement is seen in antiproton

annihilation on nuclei at energies as low as 4 GeV,33 where particle spectra show in this

case, temperature as low as 60 MeV, so the excitation energy density is orders of magnitude

smaller than in QGP. (Nevertheless, some authors34 still ascribe it to QGP production.)

Another important fact is that strangeness production starts to grow in nuclear collisions

already at AGS energies, or already in hadronic matter. For example, K+/ir+ ratio in-

creases from about .04 (pp or pBe at such energies) to about .2 in Si-Au collisions37.

If one uses equilibrium thermodynamics and K+, K , A data at AGS38, he gets T = 100

MeV, ng = .1 fm . But it certainly cannot be true, for ordinary processes in hadronic
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matter cannot keep strangeness in equilibrium at such low temperatures, even lower ones

than those seen in pt spectra. Therefore, we certainly have a non-equilibrium situation,

and have to study kinetics of strangeness production in hadronic matter. Unfortunately,

in literature one can find quite different estimates for strangeness production rates. Some

people35 use large cross section <T(TIT —» KK) of the order of 3 mb. On the contrary,

in Ref. 36 it is argued, that the standard one-meson exchange model gives for this cross

section estimates about ten times smaller. If so, the ordinary hadronic cascades do not

explain these numbers.

An interesting point made in Ref. 36 is that production of strangeness is very sensitive

to meson modification in matter. The simplest effect (in fact, not discussed in this paper,

but considered above)is that attraction between pions (or modified dispersion curve) leads

to essentially larger pion density at the same temperature. This by itself can increase the

rate by more than one order of magnitude near Tc. The second effect is that in hot matter

the kaon mass is expected to be shifted. In pure pion gas we argued above that the shift is

a small increase, but according to Ref. 36, the interaction to nucleons (and there are many

nucleons at AGS energies in the matter) is more important and this makes m# smaller.

If so, it can much enhance the K production rate, for it contains exp(—2mK/T). Similar

shift in mp makes the process pp —• KK also very important36. Concluding, we have to

understand rates of strangeness production in hadronic matter (even in a rather dilute

one) much better, in order to explain the whole bulk of low energy data.

Coming now to the situation with strangeness in CERN experiments. We have a set

of new data, with ratios like H/H = 0.43 ± 0.07 (WA85), A/A about 1/4, A/K3 about

2 (NA35), etc. It was recently noticed by C. Dover40, that they nil can be more or less

described by equilibrium thermodynamics of hadronic gas, now at T — 200 MeV and

HB = 180 MeV, fis = 45 MeV. (Note, that here we have one parameter, not three: the

first is taken from the observed slope of pt distribution, and two others are related by

strangeness and baryon number conservations, so it is very nontrivial fit.) The question is

then, does it really mean that we have strangeness equilibration in hadronic phase, or is

this agreement occasional, and is it just an interplay of much higher production rates with

small lifetime of the plasma, so that in QGP strangeness equilibration was nofc reached.
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As for the <f> enhancement recently observed by NA38, we have to warn the reader, that

they correspond to high pt, well above 1 GeV. If one adopts an "evaporation" scenario for

this pt region, he finds that the main effect here is probably the larger mean free path for

<t> relative to p,ui mesons in the pion gas, so that <j> can be "evaporated" from inside and

its enhancement may be just a volume-to-surface effect39. Again, a direct check is to do

the same at small pt- Also, it is interesting to make the system larger using lead beam,

and see whether enhancement is changed.

Concluding this section, let me emphasize that non-perturbative QCD is only now

approaching the question of flavor mixing, both in the vacuum, in hadrons and at non-zero

temperature. One may hope that till the RHIC operation time we will learn much more

about it.

12. 3/ip suppression

The original idea of Matsui and Satz41 was that color forces are screened in QGP, «o

that for the c quarks no bound states remain in the resulting effective potential. NA38

experiments indeed found such suppression, but exact interpretation of this observation

still remains a matter of dispute. Not going into it in details, I only outline existing

possibilities and make some comments, related to future RHIC experiments.

My first theoretical comment is that this statement depends on the particular value of

the c quark mass. Therefore, it is not exactly true that such suppression is "a signal of

color deconfinement", but rather a measure of the screening radius. Say, if we will be able

to see T suppression as well, we will have stronger limit on that. But the screening length

is also extremely important: experimental demonstration that it is indeed small means, in

practice, that we have found QGP!

However, as one wants to understand whether the observed J/ip suppression is indeed

due to QGP, a lot of questions arise. The obvious question is whether Jf%j> can be "split"

into a pair of charmed hadrons in hot hadronic matter43. In order to answer it one may

use the idea suggested by Karsch and Petronzio42: J/t/> can jump out of the "hot spot" if

its pt is large enough > Pc, where Pc = M^(TQG?/T^ — I)1/2. And indeed, at pt > 2GeV

the observed suppression disappears. Taken literally, it means that the plasma lifetime
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TQGP only slightly exceeds the J/ip formation time r^. This seems strange, a kind of "fine

tuning", also usually people assumed r^ to be small, 1/2 - 1 fm/c, and it is not clear

why plasma lifetime should be so small too. Thus, I would not say data are so naturally

explained by QGP suppression.

However, these data seem to rule out hadronic mechanism of suppression even stronger.

In such a scenario one obtains suppression till much larger pr (remember, the system size

at breakup is as big as about 8 fm, so it is not easy to jump out of it).

Another possible reason for more Jfip at larger pt is "initial stage rescattering" of the

gluons, producing the charmed quarks44. It got support from recent FNAL experiments

E772 in which similar suppression in pA collisions were observed.

One more possibility (M. Strikman, private communication) is based on the old obser-

vation at ISR that about 40% of J/ip seems to come from X radiative decays. There is a

significant difference betweem J/̂ > and X size: the latter is believed to have nearly as big

cross section as the pion. Can it be that it is actually X, not J/ip that is absorbed? Data

on ij> suppression (it is-similar in size to X) can tell us more on that. (By the way, NA38

data gives a hint that V" is suppressed nearly completely.) Unfortunately, the cross section

drops by about two orders for t/>, so luminosity (including that in the RHIC project) does

not really allow us to say much about its production.

Some of these questions will presumably be clarified by future experiments with Pb,

Au beams at CERN and BNL prior to RHIC. In this case we certainly have larger plasma

lifetime TQGP, SO if the QGP suppression idea is right, this suppression should persist in

this case up to essentially higher pt. If the initial gluon rescattering or X absorption is the

case, we will see no big differences between O16 and heavy ion collisions.

13. Interferometry at RHIC

At a previous RHIC workshop interferometry was discussed very nicely by W.A. Zajc45,

so I really add only a few comments on this issue.

First of all, what size of the source at breakup is expected at RHIC (Au-Au collisions)?

Naive extrapolations from existing data with R ~ (dN/dy)a, a = 1/3 — 1/2 gives R=20-30

fm. As the momentum difference at which interference is seen should be about 1/R, it
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makes it rather difficult to work with the typical pt pions and it is better to use as soft

pions as possible. This by itself probably implies a specialized detector.

Second, is this number interesting? Yes, it is, and even existing CERN data on the

source size (which are not yet really very accurate) has already played an important role.

In partucular, the measures R about 8 fm may appear large, but it is not so if one calculates

the density of particles. It has already ruled out a scenario in which pion gas can be cooled

to such low T as 50-100 MeV.

The density of pions at breakup is sensitive to pion modification quite significantly.

Attraction among them increases the density, and I think lower value R about 20 fm is

preferable. At the same time, these effects make it more difficult for the pion to leave the

system, so the lifetime becomes longer. Whether it is the case or not, we will learn from

interferometry.

One more important point which was not discussed much in recent years is a possibility

to try interferometry with pions with pt about 0.5-1 GeV. It-may appear crazy in view

of what was just said above, but on the other hand these pions are probably produced

at earlier stages, where R is still of the order of the size of colliding nuclei (about 5 fm),

and also the lifetime is only few fm/c. (What kind of detector is needed for that should

probably be discussed. I think it may be some hole in the detector with its part put farther,

or a section with especially good segmentation.)

14. Initial thermalisation and jets

Discussion of jets at RHIC was made in Ref. 47, and I cannot add anything valuable to

it. Let me only briefly discuss the region between QGP and initial hard scattering, which

is potentially very interesting.

People working in perturbative QCD predicted a huge number of "mini-jets" of energies

1-2 GeV at RHIC, and at the same time they said that "there will be no quark-gluon

plasma". But it is easy to see that these predicted gluons will be thermolised very soon,

in less than 1 fm/c, so these "mini-jets" are nothing else but the plasma.

Of course, we need a more quantitative theory of what is going to happen at the

initial stage of the collision. I think one can do a lot of work in this direction, using the
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well-developed perturbative QCD. After the first estimates of quark and gluon mean free

paths6 people for a long time discussed methodical questions like how to incorporate the

color field into the kinetic equation etc., and only recently have first attempts been made

to make straigtforward Monte Carlo with quarks and gluons (see the talk by B. Mueller

in this proceedings). I think that still not all necessary features are incorporated in this

approach. In particular, reactions which diminish the number of partons (say, 3 —> 2) are

not included, so in this approach they will multiply like cockroaches. Another problem is

that subsequent collisions are not really completely incoherent (one should add amplitudes,

not cross sections). But all this can well be included, remaining in perturbative QCD.

One more difficult question is that we know initial conditions only partly, from structure

functions, which are one-particle distribution without correlations. However, one may hope

that such details are not important for such global-quantities like thermolisation time,

although it may affect some reaction rates.

Experimentally it is very difficult to look for jets with just several GeV in pt in RHIC

environment. Still one may try correlation of say two high pt hadrons to look for them.

But let me express here the main idea of this type of physics anyway. If one sees two

jets (or jets and the photon) with well balanced pt, he says it is a hard collision which

took place at one point. If it is completely unbalanced by another jet (which means it is

balanced by nearly all secondaries together), we call it "evaporation" from matter, or jet

absorption.

15. Classification of the experiments

This section is a kind of a summary, in which experiments are classified according

to the kinematical regions studied and physical problems addressed. One should not of

course mix "experiments" in this meaning with detectors: the latter should certainly be

as universal as possible. In fact, there is a general feeling that it is probably a correlation

of several signals, not just one of them, which will allow to reveal reliably enough the

complicated physical phenomena we are going to study at RHIC.

1. Physics of hadronic matter
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• Pion spectra at typical pt. Soft pion enhancement, its dependence on multiplicity,

atomic number and rapidity.

• Composition of secondaries: strangeness and antibaryons.

• Exact form of low-pj spectra of heavier secondaries (especially antiprotons and A's, if

possible). Analysis for possible manifestation of collective flow. Dependence on multiplicity

(or rather local dN/dy). Selection of special events (may be even in pp or He He modes).

• Interferometry using the soft pions. System size and lifetime versus multiplicity.

Interferometry with kaons.

• Search for <j> and u> modification. Measurements of both KK and e+e modes of the

former with the test of branching. Precise (up to few MeV) measurements of their masses

and widths in dilepton mode.

• Soft photons (pt below ir° decay background limit). Test of bremstrahlung predic-

tions, search for possible signal due to multiple pion rescattering.

• Soft dileptons. Very small invariant masses: matching to real photons. Studies of

whether one can see pion annihilation below Dalitz decay background.

2. Physics of QGP

• Hadronic spectra at pt about 1-3 GeV. Accurate measuremets of slopes. Composition

of secondaries.

• Possible measurements of interferometric correlations between these particles (mea-

surements of the size of their source: the size of colliding nuclei or more?).

• Dileptons outside resonance, either with M = 1 — 3 GeV, or small mass but pt of

such magnitude. Angular distribution (polarization of virtual photon), e — /z pairs as a

charm signal.

• Direct photons with pt about 2-4 GeV.

• J/ip and ip suppression. (The latter, definitely only with some luminosity increase.)

Dependence on pt, multiplicity, atomic number.

3. Hard trigger experiments

• Spectrum of hadrons with pi > 5 GeV.

• Search for jets, whatever its definition in RHIC environment can be.

• Direct photons with maximal possible pt.
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• Study of the opposite side correlation: how pt is compensated, by a jet, or all system

reacts as a whole?

4. Experiment with high multiplicity trigger

(At RHIC Au Au collisions one may skip about 5-6 orders in probablity of the events,

and still have about a thousand of them, presumably enough to answer these questions.)

• What the spectra looks like in these events, in particular mean pj?

• What is the particle composition in these special events?

• Is the size and lifetime of the system different?

Certainly, these types of experiments need quite different detectors. For example, for #

1 one does not need large solid angle (there are so many particles anyway), but needs very

high resolution (for interferometry and resonances). # 2 presumably needs strong field

(to get rid of the soft component), and reasonably big solid angle, especially for dileptons

(pairs are wide enough in angle, also rates are small). Hard trigger ( # 3 ) should probably

be two-arm ones, while "special events" ( # 4) need large solid angle, to take maximal

information from such events. And still, it is better to have all features in one detector, to

the degree it is practically possible.

As a parting remark let me say that certainly my list is far from complete (in par-

ticular, I said nothing about forward region, fragmentation-, stopping, etc). Maybe my

experimental considerations are too naive. But this is the topic of this workshop, and I

hope at the end of this week we will know much better what people want to do at RHIC.
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